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research methodology, presenting and discussing 
findings, research ethics, citations, and 
referencesalong with the Appendices. Our 
academic style follows a clearly structured 
approach to the validation and justification of 
facts, opinions, theories to form a precise 
argument.

PhD Synopsis writing service at Tutors India are 
handled and written by the style, design, and 
format of an ideal dissertation required by the 
universities. We demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding beyond undergraduate level and 
ensure to limit the scope and depth that taught in 
your class. We assist you to complete your synop-
sis namely, a topic, research proposal writing, 
reflection journals for your dissertation, the intro-
duction, the literature review,  

Dissertation Type & Choice of
 Research Methodology

PhD Synopsis are written with utmost
care based on your specific university 
guidelines & Specifications

We offer PhD synopsis by research and 
dissertation by Translation / commentary (Title 
page, abstract, acknowledgement, content page, 
introduction, commentary (literature review, 
translation commentary and conclusion), and 
references. The dissertation will also have 
references and appendix includes source text and 
translated text. Our writers are proficient in 
handling dissertation with qualitative (e.g. 
interview guide design or semi-structured, focus 
group, observation, case study), quantitative (e.g. 
survey) or triangulation choice of methodology 
(e.g. mixed choice)

Creating a thesis synopsis is the most vital step 
before writing your actual thesis. Getting your 
thesis approved will allow you to go ahead with 
your thesis writing. Given that significance, Tutors 
India helps you in getting your complete thesis 
synopsis approval making sure that all the 
required details are in a proper manner.

https://www.tutorsindia.com/our-services/phd-dba-dissertation/phd-synopsis/


We have PhD and Master’s holders in our batch of 
professionals who can guide you step by step in 
writing your PhD paper successfully. We not only 
spend time in piece of writing but also make sure 
that you can defend your paper without any prob-
lems. Right from selecting dissertation topic to 
phase of writing and understanding, our PhD 
professionals who are research advisors, 
post-doctoral fellows and M.D holding PhD with 
rich experience in research will guide you all the 
way to complete and defend your PhD disserta-
tions successfully. You can be now confident as 
some of our writers are trained at Harvard School, 
London School of Business, and University of 
Birmingham.

declaration to show the work complies with 
University regulation on plagiarism and a 
statement of the word count. Apart, a copy of the 
report appended in Loss-leaf format showing that 
the dissertation is passed through plagiarism 
software

Table of Content
The section will list the chapter headings, 
appendices, references along with the page 
numbers. Apart, there would be a separate list for 
lists of figures, tables, and abbreviations. We use 
Microsoft Word to create lists using the indexing 
and style functions.

A PhD Synopsis Service Features
We follow according to the specific university 
guidelines across the United States, United 
Kingdom, Australia, and other Asian Universities. 
Our full dissertation structure would consist of 
Only Abstract Writing. We write abstract for your 
master’s dissertation which would approximately 
contain 250 to 350 words. We complete the 
abstract after the full dissertation has been 
written that includes a brief summary of 
introduction or background, objectives, 
boundaries, methodology, the results of the 
dissertation research, main conclusion that you 
arrive, and recommendations

By Leveraging Tutors India Capabil-
ity and Research Skills, ensure your 
career success

Abstract
We write abstract for your PhD dissertation which 
would approximately contain 250 to 350 words. 
We complete the abstract after the full 
dissertation has been written that includes a brief 
summary of introduction or background, 
objectives, boundaries, methodology, the results 
of the dissertation research, main conclusion that 
you arrive, and recommendations

Acknowledgement
A brief statement that ensures the following – we 
ensure to comment about family and friends at a 
minimum level while more concentration will be 
given on those who have given direct assistance. 
Further, the section will also provide assurance 
that the dissertation is own, evidence at your 
findings, a 

Full Dissertation Title
A precise Title as approved by the University. The 
title would convey the ideas of your investigation, 
orient your readers to the topic, indicate the type 
of study you will conduct, population you target 
and geographical location.

An Introduction to the Topic
A Brief description of the topic, research 
questions, and research objectives. The section 
would provide necessary background information 
and provides readers with some sense of overall 
research including general territory, broad 
foundation (existing literature), the general scope, 
overview of the sections and finally should engage 
the readers

Aim and Overall Objective / Hypotheses
A description what research want to achieve from 
carrying out this research. The section includes a 
clear statement of the research objectives, 
questions that researcher seeks to answer or the 
hypothesis. The section also includes original 
contributions of your study, with a detailed 
account of the points summarized in the 
introduction, and rationale.

Literature, Context, background
This should provide some insights on (a) studies 
that have been conducted previously in your 
research field (b) familiarity with major themes, (c) 
the range of theories scholars use to analyse their 
primary sources (d) gaps identified in the 
literature (e) further investigations you intend to 
pursue as part of this dissertation and (f) best 
methodologies.



We offer 100% confidentiality of client’s personal 
details, payment details, project works, and 
copyrights of research works. We ensure following 
for the conditionality, security & privacy: 1) All your 
projects are given unique reference codes 2) 
Documents are accessed only writers who signed 
NDA with Tutors India 3) Your financial information 
is protected b 128-bit secure socket layer (SSL) 
encryption.

A complete secure & Confidential Service

We are aware of the consequences of plagiarism. 
Hence, topic selection is completely plagiarism 
Free. Our work is scanned against online sources in 
a similar way like WriteCheck or Turnitin. We 
wanted to ensure that our clients i.e., researchers 
and students are not finding any issues with 
regards to plagiarism and so we issue plagia-
rism-free certificate*. Our streamlined and 
high-quality research writing process ensures your 
dissertation is not just copy-pasted, but written 
only after brainstorming sessions with our team of 
professional researchers.

Plagiarism Free Work

Our dissertation work is fully referenced with latest 
articles and textbooks. We refer only 
peer-reviewed sources such as scholarly articles 
and textbook to select the topic. We refer database 
including Web of Science, ProQuest, Google 
Scholar, Business Source Complete, and latest 
newspapers articles such as Economic Times, 
Forbes, The Wall Street, The Economics to identify 
the industrial problem.

Fully Referenced

Our work is delivered at a specified date and time. 
Our specific changes to the delivered work will be 
carried out within 45 days of delivery. We 
guarantee delivery of minor changes within 24 
working hours and significant changes within 48 
working hours. We acknowledge all your emails 
within 30 minutes of working hours. Further any 
delay in the delivery can be raised at 
customersupport@tutorsindia.com

On Time

The detailed research methodology
The section is essential to the good dissertation. 
This section includes the overall methodological 
approach, Research design, strategy, qualitative 
or quantitative, research philosophy, target area, 
population, sample size, primary or secondary 
data collection, ethical consideration, pilot study, 
validity, reliability, & statistical analysis.

Brief Results / Findings / Data Analysis
The chapter presents the findings of the study in 
the form of tables & figures along with the 
interpretation. Depending on the choice of 
research methodology, the page will have a 
detailed quantitative models, hypothesis testing, 
showing some basic descriptive statistics 
including mean, SD, regression. Or a qualitative 
analysis dealing with content or textual or case 
study description. We use SPSS / R / SAS / STATA / 
Minitab for analysis.

Discussion, Summary & Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduce three section viz., 
discussion, summary, and conclusion. The 
discussion chapter compares and contrasts the 
findings of previously published authors in line 
with the research questions. Since this is the 
heart of the dissertation, we ensure to develop 
analytics and critical thinking with reference to 
theoretical arguments grounded in the literature 
review. The other section would be just summary 
followed by the conclusion of main findings and 
recommendations.

References
Work Cited, or sources cited (in-text) or list of 
sources cited while writing dissertation. This will 
include peer-reviewed scholarly articles, 
textbooks, newspaper articles, annual reports, 
obtained from various database including 
ProQuest, Emerald, IEEE, Web of Science, 
Academic Complete, SciDirect, JSTOR, Elsevier

Bibliography & Appendices
Lists that have read but not actually cited will also 
be included. The section will inform the readers 
about various sources that also form the basis for 
the proposed study and methodology. 
Appendices for the dissertation may include 
experiment diagrams, questionnaire, permission 
for human subject testing, ethical forms, and 



 
 
 

Our writers have experience in research methodolo-
gy, industry experience, and educational degrees 
from international and top-ranked universities from 
India, the US, and the UK. We identify the perfect 
SME according to your subject and area. Expert is 
selected through a stringent selection process 
including the signing of non-disclosure and confiden-
tiality agreement. You can be very sure about the 
quality of the work since expert writer is identified as 
per International Research Experience

Experienced Writers

(1) Unlimited Revision for the work being committed. 
(2) We ensure on-time delivery (3) We support 24/7. 
(4) Our word count committed does not include 
references and bibliography & help you to locate the 
sources cited (5) Ensure three-level quality check 
including Technical QC, Editor QC and final check 
against the requirement (6) Confidentiality of the 
information (7) Plagiarism free work – less than 5% 
percent. (8) Only experienced and subject specific 
writers will be allotted.
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ABOUT US
Tutors India, is world’s reputed academic 
guidance provider for the past 15 years have 
guided more than 4,500 Ph.D. scholars and 
10,500 Masters Students across the globe. We 
support students, research scholars, 
entrepreneurs, and professionals from various 
organizations in providing consistently 
high-quality writing and data analytical services 
every time. We value every client and make 
sure their requirements are identified and 
understood by our specialized professionals 
and analysts, enriched in experience to deliver 
technically sound output within the requested 
timeframe. Writers at Tutors India are best 
referred as 'Researchers' since every topic they 
handle unique and challenging.
 
We specialize in handling text and data, i.e., 
content development and Statistical analysis 
where the latest statistical applications are 
exhausted by our expert analysts for 
determining the outcome of the data analysed. 
Qualified and experienced researchers 
including Ph.D. holders, statisticians, and 
research analysts offer cutting edge research 
consulting and writing services to meet your 
business information or academic project 
requirement. Our expertise has passion 
towards research and personal assistance as 
we work closely with you for a very professional 
and quality output within your stipulated time 
frame. Our services cover vast areas, and we 
also support either part or entire research 
paper/service as per your requirement at 
competitive prices.
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